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Abstract: Number sense is the general comprehension of numbers, operations, and the relationships which involve
numbers. Based on previous prevalence studies, there are about 3–6 % of the population who have disabilities to
understand the number sense. Thus, the computer technologies and mobile games play an essential role to develop the
students with number sense, as it will be a tools to improve their mathematical and logical thinking. The main goal of
this paper is to design a new educational math game named as 123GO to develop a basic mathematical skills of
students with number sense. This study explores the measuring consideration for the usability of proposed educational
math game (123GO) by using the usability testing which adopted to assess student‟s motivation towards learning basic
mathematical skills. During the usability testing session, the data observations of students are recorded. The usability
testing data were quantified to measure the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. The results showed that students'
interest when using this game to teach them basic mathematical skills.
Keywords: Number Sense, Mathematical Skills, Educational Games, Computer Technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of education, number sense is the general
comprehension of quantity involving zero, fractional and
whole units that enables us to articulate quantitative
relationships [1-3] Number sense has been considered as
one of the fundamental topics in mathematics education
[4, 5] Thus, number sense helps children develop logical
thinking and eliminates their fear of mathematics [6, 7].
The majority of scholars concur that if students do not
understand the fundamentals about the number sense, they
cannot realize the basics of mathematics learning and its
application in everyday life [8].
Therefore, mathematics educators have found that
student‟s inflexibility in handling number sense problems
may be related to the inappropriate design of mathematics
textbooks and the rule-based instruction of school
mathematics [9, 10]. previous reports and studies have
strongly suggested that technologies and mobile games
should be integrated into mathematics teaching and
learning, since these technologies are a promising means
for providing conceptual understanding [11]. Integration
of technologies into mathematics classroom settings can
enhance student‟s mathematics learning, since the
technologies can provide dynamic visualization and
interactivity that can help student learn mathematics
effectively [12].

play an essential role to develop the students with number
sense, as it will be a tool to improve their mathematical
and logical thinking.
II. MOBILE DEVICES GAME AND
MATHEMATICS LEARNING
Several studies have indicated on importance of using
mobile devices and touch screens for the purpose of
teaching children suffering from number sense [14]. Due
to the small size of the device's screen that helps students
to focus the attention and provides a more intuitive
interaction [14]. Mobile devices game has been regarded
as an important and effective learning tool for helping
students for promoting and understanding the
mathematical skills [15]. Where, mobile devices games
enable the students with number sense to learn while
playing with games that make them more interested [16].
Mobile devices with educational games also help the
students with number sense to feel more relaxed doing the
activities [17].

However, few studies have focused on using mobile
devices games to help students develop number sense [6].
For example, the study of Su et al. [18] showed that webbased tools could be used to reinforce primary school
children‟s number sense. Also, the study of Yang and Tsai
Moreover, Olive and Lobato [13] pointed out that the [6] applied the technologies-based environment to help
technological tools enhance conceptual understanding of teacher‟s teaching and student‟s learning in number sense.
students that can be a very powerful aid to student‟s In addition, Clark and Mayer [7] focused only on used the
learning. Thus, computer technologies and mobile games words to teach the children counting and guessing without
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considering that merging of figures, words, and visuals
with formulas enhances the illustration side to teach
counting and guess of number sense [7]. Moreover, there
are many difficulties to use these mobile games that
appear with some limited features [19]. Where, these
games are not compatible with overall symptoms of
number sense, especially related with the user interface
design, a language and the busy screen [20].

language for the application‟s appearance. The 123GO
mobile application provides an interface with the couple of
choices for presenting language. Hence, the users can
switch between the languages by selecting a specific
language and press on “Select” button from this page. The
application will respond to users‟ activity and display the
home page with selected language. Figure 1 below shows
the interface language page with both of application
languages.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper the design and development of 123GO game
was aimed to assist with basic skill instruction in the areas
of write and pronounce numbers, account, number after,
number before and maximum (minimum) numbers. To
design and development (123GO), the following activities
with specific methods have been conducted: design the
prototype, participants and measuring usability testing.
A. Design the Prototype
This stage includes the development and implementation
of the prototype. The design occurs first whereby at this
point the main task is to make sure that the functions exist
in a good arrangement with good case, active, sequence,
class and state diagrams under the correct category of
artifacts. A database design also will be added for
refinement. This paper makes use of Rapid Application
Development methodology (RAD) to develop the
prototype. According to Whitten [21], RAD is a merger of
various structured techniques, especially data-driven
Information Engineering, with prototyping techniques to
accelerate software systems development [21]. Where,
structured techniques and prototyping are often used in
RAD to define users' requirements and design the final
system.
The prototype mentioned in this paper requires conditions
as indicated in the Table 1, which facilitates the work and
enables interaction with the users. We will refer to apps
that make use of Android platforms [22], which is an
operating system often employed on mobile devices like
smart phones and tablets. Also, we used Eclipse tool for
Java language for developing the prototype in the same
Java language and environment. Lastly, the providers of
the content will create a custom interface to store and
retrieve different kinds of data stores like SQLite
databases [23].

Fig. 1 Description the interface of 123GO App with both
of application languages
The home page is a main gate to use the functions of the
prototype which has two core functions that represents the
levels of mathematic learning. These functions are display
in English language by: Beginner function and Advance
function, at the same time they display in Malay language
by: Mudah and Sukar. The actor can deal with every
function of application by pressing on its icon thus, the
prototype displays the page of selected function. Figure 2
shows the home page of 123GO app.

TABLE 1 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 2 Description the home page of 123GO App
 Beginner (Mudah) function: is a first level of learning
for this prototype that deal with teaching students the
Essentially, the 123GO mobile application has been counting, writing and pronunciation the numbers. This is
released with two different languages which are Malay done through the use of colors and integrated audioand English language. Malaysian language is a default effects. Figure 3 below shows the details of this function.
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a specific context. This definition has three important
components:
• Effectiveness: The completeness and accuracy of the
manner by which customers achieve specified goals.
• Efficiency: A goal‟s completeness and accuracy in
relation to the resources.
• Satisfaction: Being freed from discomfort and
possessing positive attitudes towards system use.
Given the definition of usability, it is apparent that
effectiveness and efficiency are two components that have
objective characteristics. On the other hand, satisfaction is
more subjective. Therefore, measurement of the metrics
for effectiveness and efficiency can be done by using a
Fig. 3 Description the details of beginner function
usability measurement that was introduced by Nielsen
 Advance (Sukar) function: is a second function of [25]. Doing so involves measuring and analysing the
prototype which develops to teach students the value place user‟s success rate, which is the simplest usability metric.
of numbers for example, maximum and minimum
moreover arranging the numbers in ascending and i. The Results of Effectiveness
descending order (number after and number before). An The ability of the user to complete a task in the application
Advance function page contents five buttons which are: is measured by effectiveness [26]. In this study,
Min button, Max button, number after button, number effectiveness was measured at each interface, and each
before button and home button. Figure 4 below shows the interface represented the game levels. There was a list of
all the tasks that had to be completed. A task that was
details of this function.
successfully completed was marked with a „Yes‟. A full
credit of 100% was given to every success mark. A „No‟
mark was given to tasks that were not successfully
completed. „No‟ marks have zero 0% credit. Table 2
below describes the effectiveness analysis.
TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
ANALYSIS

Fig. 4 Description the details of advance function
B. Participants
A number of 5 students with number sense, aged between
7 to 9 years old, are randomly chosen to participate in the
study. Most of them are from middle class family whose
parents are mostly self-employed. The study was
conducted in a public primary school at Alor Setar, Kedah,
Malaysia that offers special number sense classes for the
students. We have done the observations to a group of
number sense students, in order to conduct the usability
tests involved in this paper.
C. Measuring Usability Testing
A One of this paper‟s objectives was to measure the level
of efficiency, efficacy, and satisfaction of the 123GO
game. The International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) [24], defines a usability test as the extent to which a
product can be utilized by certain users to achieve specific
goals with efficiency, satisfaction, and effectiveness, given
Copyright to IJARCCE

The equation shown below was used to compute the
overall effectiveness rating for this set of tasks [27]:
Effectiveness (%) = (Yes + (Partial × 0.5)) / Total × 100%
= (99 + (8 × 0.5)) /110 × 100% = 93.64%
Using the equation above, the usability testing for the
children revealed that the 123GO‟s effectiveness rating is
approximately 93.64%.
ii. The Results of Efficiency
The smoothness of task completion is measured by the
efficiency. The method and algorithm used in measuring
efficiency is the same as the one used for measuring
effectiveness. A smoothly completed task is marked with a
„Yes‟. Again, a success mark has a full 100% credit. A
'No‟ mark is given for tasks that are not completed
smoothly. Zero 0% credits are awarded to „No‟ marks.
Table 3 below describes the efficiency analysis.
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TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF THE EFFICIENCY
ANALYSIS

The equation below was used to determine the overall
efficiency rating for this set of tasks [27]:
Efficiency (%) = (Yes + (Partial × 0.5)) / Total × 100%
= (53 + (4 × 0.5)) / 60 × 100%
= 91.6%
Using the above equation, the usability testing with
children has led to the computation of a 91.6% efficiency
rating for the 123GO educational game.
iii. The Results of Satisfaction
By using the questionnaires, the children‟s satisfaction
ratings were measured. In other words, children are
needed to answer these questions after completing all test
scenarios. In this paper the questions were adopted from
[26] were designed in order to determine how the children
felt about the game, how they liked it, and how easy it was
for them. Table 4 shows the questionnaire and the
children‟s answers.
TABLE 4 SUMMARY THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND
THE CHILDREN‟S ANSWERS
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IV. CONCLUSION
The main point of the paper is to design an educational
game named as 123GO that aims to remove barriers to
learn the mathematical skills for students with number
sense. The prototype also has an interfaces that can make
it easier for the students to calculate and find the answers.
While the prototype has a colorful graphics that help
students to increase their understanding when selecting the
answers. Also, the usability test using observation method
on 123GO was done successfully involving students as the
test user. From the observation, rating for effectiveness
and efficiency can be measured by analyzing user‟s
success rate.
Based on the analysis of the success rate, we found that
level of effectiveness in 123GO is 73% and level of
efficiency is 64%. On the other hand, analysis the
questionnaire shows the level of satisfaction is 82%. By
averaging rates of effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction, we can say that usability level for 123GO is
73%. The outcome of usability test is 93.36% showed that
the prototype is beneficial and convenient for students
with number sense to develop their mathematical skills.
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